Contrasting toxicokinetic evaluations and interspecies pharmacokinetic scaling approaches for small molecules and biologics: applicability to biosimilar development.
1. A 2-fold threshold typically used for prediction accuracy of interspecies scaling of clearance (CL) may be too liberal when using pharmacokinetic similarity in animals to advance biosimilar candidate selection for clinical testing. The purpose of this review is to identify interspecies scaling methods for use in de-risking biosimilar development prior to clinical testing. 2. Scaling approaches for predicting macromolecule CL were identified through literature review. Reports that evaluated predicted and observed human CLs for ≥5 individual compounds were considered. Absolute average fold-error (AAFE) was calculated for each method along with the proportion of compounds with individual fold-error values within a tighter threshold of 0.7-1.3. 3. Traditional simple allometry with a minimum of three species and the rule of exponents performed inconsistently with some groups of compounds resulting in a greater than 2-fold error (i.e. AAFE > 2). For monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), simplified allometric approaches employing a single species (monkey) with a fixed exponent of 0.85 consistently resulted in lower AAFEs and a higher proportion of compounds within the tighter range of 0.7-1.3. 4. For macromolecules, and particularly mAbs, employing single-species monkey "simplified" allometric approaches with a fixed exponent of 0.85 may be more appropriate than traditional allometric approaches.